IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS READ CAREFULLY

1. Please ensure that this question booklet contains 100 questions in sequence.
2. If question booklet is found faulty immediately bring into the notice of the invigilator and get it changed.
3. Question paper has 100 (One Hundred) questions.
4. Each question has four options marked A, B, C, D.
5. Out of four options only one option is correct.
6. OMR sheet will be given separately for marking your answers.
7. OMR sheet contains 1 – 100 numbers in sequence. With each of them there are four circles (A, B, C, D).
8. You have to darken only one circle, as per instructions in OMR sheet, with black/blue ball point pen which you consider is the correct option for that question.
9. Ensure to complete all the entries in the question booklet and OMR sheet before you start answering the questions.
10. You are advised to handle the OMR sheet carefully. You will not be provided a second OMR sheet under any circumstance.

11. Each correct response will have 1 (one) mark.
12. Each wrong answer carries ½ (half) negative mark.
13. Marks will be awarded only for the questions which you will attempt.
14. If you don't want to attempt any question leave all the circles blank against that question.
15. No mark will be given or deducted for any question not attempted.

16. Erasing, overwriting, darkening more than one circles as response is not allowed and will be considered wrongly answered and ½ (half) mark will be deducted for such responses. So utmost care is needed while entering your response on OMR sheet.

17. Use of pencil is not allowed to mark your response on OMR sheet.
18. If any candidate is found using unfair means or malpractices, he/she will be disqualified for the exam.
19. No candidate will be allowed to leave the examination hall before completion of 90 minute duration.
20. After the completion of 90 minute duration you must deposit the OMR sheet to the invigilator without failure.
21. You are allowed to take this question booklet along with you after exam is over.
22. You will also be allowed to take with you carbon copy of the OMR sheet with you after exam is over.
23. Answer key will be uploaded on Institute website www.nia.nic.in after 6 pm.
24. If you have any objection regarding any question/ questions asked in the question paper you can submit your objections, in prescribed proforma available on website, in writing in the Institute office or you may e-mail your objection on ID nia-rj@nic.in within 48 hours after exam for which 100 rupees per objection will be charged. After which no objection will be entertained.

Mehntapurn Nirdesh Dhaam se Pahle

3. Iss Prash Patre Ke Mul 100 (Ek Sth) Prash Hain.
5. Un Char Vikalpa Ke Sante Keshi Ek Desh Vikalpa Sahi Hain.

Aapko Dharo Dibhaye Gye Praksh Sahi Uttran Ke Liye 1 (Ek) Ang Dibhaye.

Aapko Dharo Dibhaye Gye Praksh Patrak Uttar Ke Liye ½ (Aadha) Ang Karta Dibhaye.


Pita Aap Khissi Prash Ka Hul Nahi Karnay Chahte Hain Toh Us Prash Me Samaane Ke Aap Aam Patrak Me Dibhaye Gye Sahi Chaur Khali Chodte Hain.

Bin Prash Ka Aap Aam Hul Nahi Chipa Dibhaye Unke Liye N To Koi Ek Ang Dibhaye Aapne O Aap Kaunt Dibhaye.


Aap Aam Patrak Me Vished Prayog Ki Anmuti Nahi Hai.

Pita Aap Khissi Prash Me Anushcham Sathayne O Anabhar Prayog Karate Trapaa Gaya To Parshyone Ke Liye Aapubt Chopda Dibhaye.

Aapki Bhi Aapthonne Ko 90 Minunte Se Paur Parshya Kesh Kar Se Bahar Aane Ke Anmuti Nahi Dey Jajayenne.

Prashyone Sameen Honeyen Ke Bade Aapak Aap Aam Patrak Aavashyak Rup Se Kesh Nirechhake Samaan Dibhaye.

Prashyone Sameen Honeyen Ke Bade Aap Aam Patrak Aaportikam Apne Sath Le Jaa Sakte Hain.

Prashyone Sameen Honeyen Ke Bade Aap Aam Patrak Ki Kaarpan Kapi Apone Sath Le Jaa Sakte Hain.

